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VC Extends Hand of Friendship to AIG Zone 1 
 

Bayero University has extended hand of friendship to Zone 1, 

Kano of the Nigeria Police, expressing willingness to work 

with the force in the maintenance of peace and security in all its 

campuses. 
 

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello, said 

on Wednesday, 2
nd

 September, 2015 when he led University 

Management on a courtesy call to the Assistant Inspector 

General, Alhaji Tambari Yabo Muhammad, that over the years 

the University enjoyed working relationship with the Nigeria 

Police. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Professor Yahuza said, ‘the former Vice Chancellor, Professor 

Abubakar Adamu Rasheed has done a lot on security and now 

he threw the challenge to me, though the team members that 

worked with him, including me are still very much around’. 

 

The Vice Chancellor said there was a transition in Bayero 

University recently which gave him the opportunity to emerge 

as  the new Vice Chancellor, pointing out that, ‘I am happy that 

when I was Deputy Vice Chancellor you led a team of police 

officers who officially met with me in my office and have a 

fruitful discussion’. 

Professor Yahuza said 

institutions of higher learning 

faced big security challenges, 

but with the support of Nigeria 

police, Bayero University was 

doing very well in maintaining 

security. He thanked the police 

and other stakeholders who 

were on the top list of those 

assisting the University, 

soliciting for their continuous 

support to ensure safety of 

lives and property. 

 

The Vice Chancellor expressed 

concern about atrocities being 

committed in the neighbouring 

quarters of the University, 

which had been reported 

recently in the media and 

appealed to the AIG to take 

action towards checkmating 

the evil doers. 

 

The AIG, Alhaji Tambari 

Yabo, said the visit of the Vice 

Chancellor with his 

Management team was an 

indication of respect Bayero 

University had with the Nigeria 

Police, saying that for a long 

time his office had maintained 

a cordial relationship with the 

University. 

 
Alhaji Tambari Yabo promised 

to give Bayero University the 

best policing, saying that 

 

VC, Prof. Yahuza Bello presents souvenir to AIG Zone I, Alh. Tambari Yabo   

 

 



  

police would not relent in the efforts to raid 

places where atrocities were being committed, 

including Gidan Shisha, which the Newspaper 

reported. 
 

The AIG said police would do everything to 

ensure the success of the Vice Chancellor’s 

tenure, adding that his Command would 

regularly organize to speak to the University 

Community on security related issues for peace 

to reign. He commended Bayero University for 

doing all to ensure that no cases of cultism or 

serious crimes were reported in the University, 

urging the new Vice Chancellor to maintain the 

tempo.  
 

Alhaji Tambari thanked the University for being 

very helpful to the Command in admitting its 

officers to study Law and other courses, saying 

the police as an organization encouraged 

whoever wanted to be a lawyer or read any 

course that would improve his capacity. 
 

Those who accompanied the Vice Chancellor to 

the visit were Deputy Vice Chancellor, 

Academics, Professor Sagir Abbas, Registrar, 

Sani Ibrahim Amin, Bursar, Buhari Musa, Chief 

Librarian, Professor Lukman Diso and Director 

Public Affairs, Ahmad Shehu. 
 

AKTH Drums Support for New VC, 

Prof. Bello 
 

Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital AKTH has 

congratulated Professor Muhammad Yahuza 

Bello for his appointment as 10
th

 Vice 

Chancellor of Bayero University, describing it 

as well deserved. 
 

In a courtesy call on the Vice Chancellor by the 

top management of AKTH, the Chief Medical 

Director of the hospital, Professor Aminu Zakari 

Mohammed, who led the delegation on 

Wednesday, 2
nd

 September, 2015, said the 

management came to congratulate him and 

register their unwavering support to his 

administration. 

Prof. Zakari said the management was 

particularly impressed with the overwhelming 

support given to Prof Bello by the University’s 

Congregation, describing the victory as a true 

reflection of his unquantifiable commitment, 

exemplary competence and community 

acceptability as well as academic pedigree. 
 

According to him, the AKTH would continue to 

partner with the university to ensure that it 

remained a leading citadel of learning and 

become top ranking at all levels. 
 

Responding, the Vice Chancellor, Professor 

Yahuza Bello expressed appreciation to the team 

and solicited prayers from all and sundry to 

ensure that his administration achieved success. 

 

The Vice Chancellor told the team that BUK 

and AKTH had been enjoying a fruitful 

relationship, describing it as instrumental.  He 

said the Medical and Dental Council of Nigeria 

(MDCN) that recently visited the University for 

accreditation was extremely excited with the 

facilities at AKTH, especially the modern scan 

machines recently installed. 
 

The Vice Chancellor assured that the University 

would do everything possible to provide 

additional facilities for staff and students at 

AKTH. 
 

Other members of the management at the 

courtesy call were the Deputy Vice Chancellor, 

Academics, Professor Sagir Abbas, the 

Registrar, Sani Ibrahim Amin, FNIM and the 

Director Public Affairs, Malam Ahmad Shehu. 

 

Registrar, BUK Elevated to Fellow, 

NIM 
 

The Nigerian Institute of Management 

(Chartered) has elevated some eminent Nigerian 

Professional Managers, including Registrar of 

Bayero University, Alhaji Sani Ibrahim Amin, 

FNIM, to Fellows of the Institute, during its 
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2015 Nigerian Institute of Management 

(Chartered), Awards, Fellows and Spouses’ Day 

Luncheon. 

 

The occasion held at Shell Hall, Muson Centre, 

Onikan-Lagos, on Thursday, 27
th

 August, 2015 

is an additional tribute to the Registrar’s high 

skill in management, having been admitted to 

the circle of few out of over 200,000 members 

of the Institute conferred with the title. 

 

President and Chairman of Council, NIM, Dr 

Nelson U. O. Uwaga, in his address at the 

occasion said the elevation to the unique grade 

of the Professional Managers is the fruit of the 

recipients’ contribution to the development of 

the Institute, management profession and the 

civil society 

 

Dr Uwaga said the tradition of upgrading 

members to Fellow started in February, 1963, 

urging the recipients to succumb to higher 

responsibility and service to the Institute, 

management profession and the country. He 

applauded the spouses of members who are 

equally Fellows of the Institute, saying the idea 

to incorporate spouses in the event is aimed at 

giving them a sense of belonging.  

 

Chairman, Standard Chartered Bank of Nigeria, 

Sir Remi Omotosho said in his paper titled ‘The 

Role of Professional Managers in Driving Real 

Change in Nigeria’, that the international  

community  have  a  crucial  role  to  play  in  

assisting the ongoing change in Nigeria which is 

being spearheaded by President Muhammadu 

Buhari, adding that any country  that  calls  itself  

a  friend  of  Nigeria will not allow  any  

Nigerian  to  warehouse  his/her  ill-gotten  

wealth  in  their  country. 

 

Sir Remi said all  terms  of  bilateral  agreements  

should  be  respected  and  even  now,  all  of  

those  stolen  monies  lodged  in  various  

accounts  abroad  should  be  exposed  to  

Nigerian  authorities  and  every  assistance  

given  to  repatriate  such  monies  to  Nigeria, 

saying those  who  have  relocated  from  

Nigeria  should  be  repatriated  on  the  request  

of  Nigeria  for  trial  and  punishment  for  their  

crimes. 

 

He condemned in strongest term the role played 

by some Professional Industry Managers in 

conniving with looters to corner funds meant to 

develop Nigeria and Nigerians, recognizing 

however the skills of Fellows of the Institute, 

whose vast managerial knowledge and skills can 

add value to the yearnings of Nigerians for 

‘Change’, the slogan particularly chanted by 

President Muhammadu Buhari during the last 

general elections. 

   

Sir Remi urged Nigerians to rally round 

President Muhammadu Buhari to affect the  real 

change needed  to  transform  Nigeria  from  

decadence  to  a  vibrant  and  livable  nation. 

The people of Nigeria, he noted are top  on the 

list  of  change  agents, they  clamored  for  

change and they  voted  for  it  in  a  large  

number during the last elections. 

 

He said the  cooperation  and  diligent  response 

of the National Assembly  to  Executive  Bills  

or  Private  Bills  will  greatly  help, adding that 

Members  of  the  Bar  need  to  discharge  their  

responsibilities  to  their  clients  but  bearing  in  

mind  the  implications  of  their  strategies  and  

tactics  on  the  overall  interest  of  the  nation.  
 

ABU Don Extols Prof. Rasheed’s 

Leadership Quality   
 

Only through quality and good leadership as 

exemplified by Professor Abubakar Adamu 

Rasheed, the immediate past Vice Chancellor of 

Bayero University, Kano that the much 

anticipated qualitative growth of educational 

institutions in Nigeria can be achieved.” 
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Delivering a paper titled “Quality Leadership in 

Tertiary Institutions” at a reception to celebrate 

the successful completion of tenure of the 

immediate past Vice Chancellor of Bayero 

University, Professor Abubakar Rasheed, 

organized by his well-wishers in Zaria at the 

weekend, the presenter, Professor Tanimu 

Abubakar of the Department of English, 

Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, noted that with 

the likes of Professor Rasheed saddling position 

of responsibility, Nigeria would have been a 

heaven on earth.  

 

According to him, quality leadership inclined to 

the deployment of entrepreneurial skills and 

corporate ethos to a process of management 

through motivation, collaboration, delegation, 

monitoring and reward which he said were 

among the styles and approaches adopted by 

Professor Rasheed while in charge of the affairs 

of BUK. 

 

In this spirit of the corporate, he further 

explained, quality leadership is concerned with 

result and not to rule, therefore, “with a 

management style of Professor Rasheed that 

radiates, guides, and cooperate routine 

administration, this kind of leadership has 

become increasingly significant because of its 

dynamism and flexibility as well as its capacity 

to face challenges and overcome obstacles.” 

 

While extolling the virtues of the celebrant, 

Professor Tanimu said, “as well-wishers to 

Professor Rasheed, I want to say, he is the target 

of our admiration and support because he is a 

role model. We can, I am sure raise our heads 

high and beat our chests loudly in public 

because one of our own occupied a very difficult 

office in one of the most trying moments of 

Nigerian history and did not fail us or anybody 

else for that matter. We are here to as friends, 

colleagues and associates of Professor Rasheed 

to say that we are not disappointed because his 

outstanding performance is an eloquent 

testimony of what quality leadership can do 

between 2010 and 2015,” he concluded. 
 

Earlier, in his remarks the chairman of the 

occasion, who was a one-time Vice Chancellor 

of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Professor 

Suleiman U Abdullahi, said the reception was 

specifically organized to give a special 

recognition to successful accomplishment of a 

task by Professor Abubakar Adamu Rasheed. 
 

According to him, the qualities in Professor 

Rasheed were inspirational and something that 

Nigeria of today requires for it to attain its 

desired goal of becoming one of the developed 

nations in the world. 
 

The occasion, which took place at the 

conference hall of the National Institute of 

Transport Technology (NIIT) Zaria, was 

attended by the new Vice Chancellor of BUK, 

Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello, the 

Registrar, Sani Ibrahim Amin and all the 

principal officers of the university. 
 

In attendance, former Minister of Agriculture 

Prof. Sheikh Abdallah, Former Minister of 

Petroleum Recourses, Alhaji Umaru Dembo, VC 

KASU, Representative of Emir of Zazzau and 

Representative of Governor of Kaduna State, 

respectively.      
 

Open University to Host Next Edition 

of Staff Universities Games 
 

The National Open University of Nigeria 

(NOUN) has won its bidding to host the next 

edition of the Nigerian Universities Staff Games 

Association (NUSSA) next year 2016. The 13
th

 

edition was held at the University of Benin last 

year. 
 

At a meeting with representatives of Nigerian 

Universities held at the University of Benin late 

August,  the National Open University of 

Nigeria topped the University of Ilorin, which 

had earlier signaled its intention to host the next 

edition. 
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According to the Director of Sports, Malam 

Tijjani Salisu Sa’id, who represented the 

university at the meeting, the NUSSA Council 

awarded the hosting right to NOUN. 

 

According to him, NOUN pledged to remodel 

the competition by creating new innovations and 

other strategies to make the competition more 

attractive. 

 

The meeting resolved that henceforth any host 

University would provide the structure and 

executives of the NUSSA. It also abolished the 

office of the Coordinator of NUSSA, who was 

highly commended for serving NUSSA over the 

period of 10 years. 

 

The 14
th

 edition of NUSSA will take place in 

Kaduna and the host university, NOUN assured 

that it had all the necessary facilities to organize 

the best competition. 

 

NUGA national Treasurer and former Director 

of Sports, Professor Musa Garba Yakasai, was 

present at the venue. 
 

University of Sheffield Appoints Prof 

M. Kabir Visiting Lecturer 
 

Professor Mohammed Kabir of the Department 

of Community Medicine, Faculty of Clinical 

Sciences, Bayero University, Kano has been 

appointed as a Visiting Professor at the School 

of Health and Related Research, University of 

Sheffield, United Kingdom. The appointment is 

for an initial period of two years from 1
st
 

October 2015 to 30
th

 October, 2017. 

 

According to a letter of appointment signed by 

the University of Sheffield’s Faculty HR 

Manager, Miss Rhiannon Hammond-Jones, “I 

am delighted to inform you that the title of 

Visiting Professor has been conferred on you 

from 1
st
 October, 2015 to 30

th
 October 2017, 

linked to the School of Related Health & 

Research at the University of Sheffield. You are 

invited to use their facilities to conduct your 

own personal research and to meet with other 

academics to exchange ideas and research 

findings.”  

 

Dr. Sabo Ibrahim Appointed HOD, 

Electrical Engineering 
 

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad 

Yahuza Bello has approved the appointment of 

Dr. Sabo Ibrahim as Head of Department of 

Electrical Engineering for two years from 1
st
 

September, 2015. 

 

A letter dated 26
th

 August, 2015 called on the 

HOD to “give sound academic and 

administrative leadership to the department.” 

 

Prof. R. A. Adebola Appointed Dean, 

Faculty of Dentistry 
 

The Senate at its 333
rd

 meeting held on 

Wednesday, 26
th

 August, 2015 ratified the 

appointment of Prof. R. A. Adebola as Dean, 

Faculty of Dentistry for a period of two years, 

according a statement signed by the Director, 

Directorate of Examinations Admissions and 

Records for Registrar, dated 31
st
 August, 2015. 

 

Dr. Hassana Sani Darma Appointed 

HOD, Special Education 
 

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad 

Yahuza Bello has approved the appointment of 

Dr. Hassana Sani Darma as Head of Department 

of Special Education for two years from 27
th

 

August, 2015. 

 

A letter signed by the Vice Chancellor dated 27
th

 

August, 2015 called on the Acting HOD to “give 

sound academic and administrative leadership to 

the department.” 
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KWASU, Malete in BUK Ahead Next 

Sports Exchange Fixtures 
 

A delegation of Kwara State University, Malete 

is currently in BUK to discuss modalities and 

fixture for the next Sports Exchange 

Programme, which is scheduled to hold in BUK. 

 

The KWASU team, led by Professor 

Mohammed Baba Gambari, paid a courtesy call 

on the Vice Chancellor on Thursday and told 

him that in-coming sports exchange would be an 

avenue to congratulate the new Vice Chancellor, 

Professor Yahuza Bello and say a farewell to the 

immediate past Vice Chancellor, Professor 

Abubakar Rasheed, who initiated the 

memorandum of understanding between the two 

universities. 

 

Prof Gambari said BUK made him what he was 

today, as Provost of a College and Director of 

Sports in KWASU, saying that he would always 

be proud with Bayero University. He prayed to 

Allah to guide and protect Prof Yahuza Bello in 

his drive to achieve a fruitful tenure. 

 

The Vice Chancellor, Prof Bello, while 

welcoming the delegation, assured that the 

Sports Exchange Programme would be upgraded 

in the near future to accommodate many games 

and expressed the University’s commitment to 

give it all the necessary support. 

 

The Vice Chancellor noted that the two 

Universities also made tremendous progress in 

academic activities as part of the collaboration 

they signed, explaining that the management had 

just approved that the proceedings of the last 

Conference on Literature in Northern Nigeria 

jointly organized by the two universities, which 

was held in BUK this year, be published. 

 

He said he would find time in future to visit 

KWASU to witness the sporting events.  

BUK Floats New Cooperative Society  
... VC Inaugurates Interim Executives 
 

Vice Chancellor of Bayero University, Professor 

Muhammad Yahuza Bello, has inaugurated the 

interim management committee of the new BUK 

Cooperative Society with a charge on them to 

put all the necessary machinery in motion for 

the full take off of the association. 

 

The Vice-Chancellor, who inaugurated the 

Society on Wednesday 2
nd  

 September, 2015 

said the university staff needed such an 

important association to carter for their welfare. 

He said the formation of the cooperative society 

became necessary considering the fact that staff 

needed a body like the cooperative society 

where their welfare would be attended to with 

the urgency it deserved. 
 

Professor Yahuza said, even though the 

initiative of forming the cooperative started 

during the tenure of the immediate past Vice-

Chancellor, in line with his pledge to continue 

with the programme of his predecessor and 

particularly to prioritize staff welfare, he 

decided to re-echo the idea of the society by 

ensuring its full establishment.  

 

The Vice-Chancellor stated that as part of 

concerted efforts to see to the full take off of the 

society, he approved the immediate release of 40 

million naira as a soft loan for the take-off of the 

society to enable them to start buying 

commodities for re-sale to members of staff who 

would pay installment ally from their monthly 

salaries.  
 

He said because of the new salary payment 

method introduced by the Federal Government 

where deductions were only feasible for 

remittance to only registered associations, the 

University, in order to satisfy the condition, had 

registered the Cooperative Society with the 

Kano State Cooperative Society. This, according 
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to him, would make it possible for the deduction 

from staff salary at source for payment to the 

society. 

 

He urged the interim executives of the 

cooperative to, as a matter of urgency, start 

thinking of ways in which they would assist 

members during the fast approaching Eid-el 

Kabir (Sallah) by way of buying rams for 

distribution to interested staff on loan or cows to 

be given to staff in group of 5 or 10, as the case 

may be.   

 

The Vice Chancellor said for now the 

cooperative would not give cash loans because 

the 40 million Naira released to them would not 

be enough for that purpose. He urged them to 

work had to ensure the success of the 

programme. 

 

In his remark, the interim chairman of the 

cooperative, Dr. Ibrahim Barde urged the 

management to provide them with office 

accommodation and three supportive staff. 

He promised to work collectively with other 

members of the interim committee to justify the 

confidence reposed on them. 

 

SEMINARS 
 

The following Faculties/Departments invite the 

University Community    to   their   faculties/ 

departmental   seminars, scheduled as follows: 
 

Department of Physics: Staff Seminar 

Day-One: Wednesday, 9
th

 September, 2015 

Presenter 1: Dr. M. O. Aku  

Topic: Radiological Evaluation of Building 

Materials used in Malumfashi, Katsina State, 

Nigeria. 
 

Presenter 2: Dr. Rabi’a S. Sa’id  

Topic: Radiometric Methods in Atmospheric 

Data Analysis  

 

Presenter 3: Dr. Bello I. Tijjani  

Topic: Comparative Analysis of the 

Geomagnetic Field Component Data from 

Ground Based Magnetometers at two 

Observations. 

 

Day-Two: Thursday, 10
th

 September, 2015 

Presenter 4: Dr. F. S. Koki 

Topic: Computation of the Scattering Cross-

section for some Isospin State. 

 
Presenter 5: Dr. Usman M. Gana 

Topic: Scattering Properties of Inhomogeneous 

Media Using Effective Medium Approximation 

Schemes. 

 

Presenter 6: Dr. Bello I. Tijjani 

Topic: Analysis of Auroral Electroject Magnetic 

Indices using Time Series Analysis. 

 
Chairman: Prof. G. Babaji 

Time:     10:00am  
 

Venue:   Physics Research Laboratory  

 

Faculty of Allied Health Sciences: Faculty Seminar 

Presenter: Dr. Abdulhadi Sale Kumurya  

Topic: Inducible Clindamycin Resistance in 

Staphylococcus: Should Clinicians and 

Microbiologist be concerned?  

Chairman: Dr. Muhammad Yalwa Gwarzo 

Date:   Wednesday, 9
th

 September, 2015  

Time:     9:00am prompt 
 

Venue:   Departmental Committee Room, 

Faculty Ne Building, Aminu. 

 

School of Continuing Education (SCE): Seminar 

Presenter 1: Dr. Da’u Aliyu Usman  

Title: The Effects of Insecurity of School 

Environment on Learning and Development. 

 

Presenter 2: Idris Salisu Rogo 

Title: Al-Majiri Education and Transformation 

Agenda in Nigeria: Matters Arising  
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Chairman: Prof. Salisu Shehu 

Date:   Wednesday, 9
th

 September, 2015  

Time:     10:00am prompt 
 

Venue:   School of Continuing Education (SCE) 

Conference Hall. 
 

Wedding Fatiha  
 

(1) Malam Sadiq Yakudima  of the Internal 

Audit invites members of the University 

community to the wedding fatiha of his 

daughter, Zahra’u Sadiq Yakudima and her 

groom, Ibrahim Yusuf Abubakar, scheduled as 

follows: 

Date:   Sunday, 6
th

 September, 2015 

Time:    10:00am 
 

Venue:   ‘Yan Doya Lungun Yakudima, 

Kasuwar Kurmi adjacent Yankabewa, Resident 

of Baba Kusa’s line. 
 

(2) Malam  San i M.  Aliyu  (Baluwa)   of    the  

Department of Education invites members of the 

University community to his wedding fatiha,  

scheduled as follows: 

Date:   Saturday, 5
th

 September, 2015 

Time:    11:00am 
 

Venue:   Madaka’s House, Bichi Local Govt. 

 

BUK Expels 20, Rusticates 1 and Exonerates 3 
 

Bayero University Senate at its 333
rd

 meeting held on Wednesday, 26
th

 August, 2015 upon 

consideration of recommendations from the Senate Committee on Examinations Misconduct and 

Leakages approved the following, as listed in a statement signed by Fatima B. Muhammad, 

Director, Directorate of Examinations, Admissions and Records on behalf of the Registrar: 
 

a) Expulsion of the following students for being involved in examinations misconduct in 

accordance with category 19.17 A(i, iii, vii, x, & xiii) as the case may be: 
 

S/N NAME REGISTRATION NO. 

1 Saifuddeen Salisu Hausawa  CST/13/COM/00596 

2 Majid da Ibrahim BB Farouk  CST/13/COM/00517 

3 Rukayyat Ibrahim  CST/13/COM/00671 

4 Baffa Abdullahi Adam  MED/10/MBBS/00727 

5 Ibrahim Ado  MED/13/RAD/00172 

6 Bashir Yakasai Hassan  MED/12/RAD/00024 

7 Fatima Saleh Bako  MED/13/ANA/00021 

8 Sadiq Ibrahim Abubakar  SCI/09/BIO/00884 

9 Amina Raslan Gagare SCI/10/BCH/00760 

10 Sa’adatu Saleh Bako  SCI/12/IDC/00104 

11 Musa Uzairu Onogoh  SCI/13/BCH/00383 

12 Farida Usman Yunusa  SCI/12/BCH/00155 

13 Sadiq Lawan Mahe  SCI/12/BCH/00084 

14 Abubakar Mukhtar Ahmad SCI/12/BCH/00103 

15 Isa Bello Gogori  SCI/10/CHE/01254 

16 Adamu Ibrahim  SCI/09/CHE/00923 

17 Muhammad Dahir Idris  SPS/13/MCT/0001 

18 Musa Hassan  SPS/12/MBF/00018 

19 Seidu Muhammad Rabi’u  SPS/13/GCS/00129 

20 Ahmed Shehu Ahmad  SPS/13/GCS/00016 
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b) Rustication of candidate SCI/12/DIC/00001 – Amadu Abdu for two (2) semesters for being 

involved in examination misconduct in accordance with category 19.17(Bill) of the General 

Examinations and Academic Regulations. 

 

c) The following students were served with a warning for being involved in examination 

misconduct in accordance with category 19.17(x   iii) as the case may be: the statement added. 

1. Saminu Suleiman   - MED/12/NUR/00247  

2. Ahmad Bashir Inuwa  - MED/12/RAD/00027 

3. Saifullah Adam   - MED/12/PHY/00012 

 

d) Exoneration of candidate CST/13/COM/00182 – Munir Mukhtar because a case of examination 

misconduct could not be established against him. 
 

e) The statement of Result of candidate SPS/11/MBF/00016 – Abduljalil should be recalled for 

impersonating candidate SPS/12/MBF/00018 – Musa Hassan during MBF8311 and 8312 

examinations. 
 

f) The cases of the following candidate were deferred, pending further investigation, according to 

the statement: 
 

1. Safiya Abdullahi Abdullahi   - AGR/09/AGR/00364 

2. Muhammad Munir Umar    - SPS/13/GCE/00003 

3. Tijjani Bala Muhammad Ghali   - SPS/13/MPA/00062 

 

2016-2020 STRATEGIC PLAN: Stakeholders Meeting Commences 
 

The new time- table for the Bayero University Stakeholders’ Consultative Meeting on the 

preparation for 2016-2020 Strategic Plan has been released. 
 

A statement signed by the Deputy Director, Strategic Planning, Professor Habu Muhammed, said 

the postponement of the earlier dates of 10
th

 to 17
th

 August, 2015 is due to examinations, Senate, 

CCD and UMC meetings. 
 

Professor Habu said the new timetable has been drafted as follows:  
 

LIST OF SCHOOLS, FACULTIES, D IRECTORATES AND CENTERS: 
 

S/N UNIT DATE OF 

CONSULTATION 

PERSONS 

ATTACHED 

1 - Agriculture 

- FAIS 

- Computer Science and Information 

Tech. 

Monday, 07/09/2015 Prof. Sule Kano 

Abdullahi 

Prof. Salisu Shehu 

2 -Education 

-Engineering 

-SMS 

Monday, 07/09/2015 Prof. Ibrahim Inuwa 

Dr. Nasir Fagge Isa 
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3 -Science  

-Basic Medical Science 

-Law 

Monday, 07/09/2015 Dr. A.B. Baffa 

Prof. Murtala Sagagi 

4 -Allied Health Sciences  

-Clinical Sciences 

-Dentistry 

Tuesday, 08/09/2015 Prof. Sani U. 

Alhassan 

Prof. Yusuf M. 

Adamu 

5 -Centre for Democratic Research and 

Trng. (Mambayya) 

-School of Continuing Education 

Tuesday, 08/09/2015 Prof. Bala Sidi Aliyu 

Prof. Hadiza 

Galadanci 

6 -Centre for Qur’anic Studies 

-Centre for Research in Nigerian 

Languages and Folklore 

-Centre for Dry Land Agriculture 

Wednesday, 

09/09/2015 

Prof. Bala Sidi Aliyu 

Prof. Salisu Shehu 

7 -Intl. Inst. of Islamic Banking and 

Finance 

-School of Postgraduate Studies 

-School of General Stud. & 

Entrepreneurship 

Wednesday, 

09/09/2015 

Prof. Habu 

Mohammed 

Prof. Ibrahim M. 

Inuwa 

8 -Centre for Biotechnology Research 

-Centre for Renewable Energy 

Wednesday, 

09/09/2015 

Prof. Habu 

Mohammed 

Prof. Sule Kano 

Abdullahi 

9 -Centre for Advance Medical 

Research and Training 

-Centre for Infectious Diseases 

Research, College of Health Sciences  

Thursday, 

10/09/2015 

Dr. A.B. Baffa 

Prof. Hadiza 

Galadanci 

10 -Research, Innovation & Partnership 

(DRIP) 

-Directorate of Academic Planning 

(DAP) 

-Examination, Admission & Records 

(DEAR) 

Thursday, 

10/09/2015 

Prof. Salisu Shehu 

Prof. Yusuf M. 

Adamu 

11 -Directorate of Media & Publication 

(DMP) 

-Directorate of Establishment Matters 

(DEM) 

-Faculty of Earth & Environmental 

Sciences  

Monday, 14/09/2015 Dr. Nasir Fagge Isa 

Prof. Murtala Sagagi 

12 -Bayero Business School (BSS) 

-Centre for Information and 

Technology 

Monday, 14/09/2015 Prof. Sani U. 

Alhassan 

Prof. Bala Sidi Aliyu 
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BAYERO JOURNAL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND ADMINISTRATION 

(BAJOSSA) 
 

A PUBLICATION OF DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION, 

BAYERO UNIVERSITY, KANO 

 

THE JOURNAL  
The process to publish the maiden edition of BAJOSSA has begun, and it is expected in September 2016. 

The journal intends to keep abreast in the bandwagon of vibrant scholarly output across the globe, 

publishing twice annually. 

 

ARTICLES AND COPYRIGHT 

• Articles should be in the areas of Accounting, Business Administration, Economics, Public 

Administration, International Relations, Banking and Finance. 

• Articles should be original in nature. 

• Articles should make significant contribution to knowledge 

• Articles submitted for publication in BAJOSSA should not be under consideration for publication 

elsewhere. 

• Articles submitted to BAJOSSA have not been published previously.   
• Articles should conform to BAJOSSA submission guidelines. 

 

Acceptance letter for successful articles will be accompanied with copyright form which must be filled and 

signed by the author(s). 

 

Copyright to articles to be published in BAJOSSA will be vested in Department of Social Science and 

Administration, DSSA. 

 

EDITORIAL REVIEW 

• Upon receipt of an article and the assessment fee, the paper will be registered and subjected                

to peer-review using blind review method.  

• The reviewed paper with assessment report form will be returned to the author for necessary 

corrections (where the paper is considered publishable). 

• Upon receipt of the corrected version of the article, the Editorial Board scrutinizes the paper for final 

acceptance or rejection. 

• For the successful papers, acceptance letter will be issued to the author(s) and directives for payment 

of pagination fee are given. 

• Single and multiple authors are entitled to one print copy of the journal. Authors requiring additional 

copies have to purchase it from the publishers. 

 

SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS 

Articles can be submitted either in hard copy or soft copy to the following email & postal addresses: 

e-mail: bajossa@gmail.com; bashirmande@gmail.com; maisa.acc@buk.edu.ng 

 

Postal Address: 

The Editor-in-Chief 

Bayero Journal of Social Science and Administration, 
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School of Continuing Education, 

Bayero University Kano 

PMB 3011, Kano, Nigeria 

Telephone Numbers: 08138461662; 08037044073 
 

 

FILE 
The entire article (including figures and tables) should be supplied as a single file. 
 

 

FORMAT OF TYPESCRIPTS 

First page: the first page should also serve as the cover page and should be reserved exclusively for (i) the 

title page; (ii) the name(s) of the author(s); (iii) GSM number and e-mail address of the corresponding 

author; (iv) institutional affiliation of the author(s) and (v) abstract. 
 

 

The body: this should comprise (i) main section headings should be in title case 9e.g. capital letters); (ii) 

sub-headings should be in upper case; (iii) all sub-heading should be left justified; (iv) tables, figures, maps 

and other illustrations which must be camera-ready should each be numbered and given a title which must 

be centered; (v) all pages should be numbered. 
 

 

Manuscripts are to be prepared and submitted in word document (.doc) or rich text format. Only manuscript 

prepared by MS word 1997-2007 will be accepted for assessment. 

 

FONT STYLE: Times New Roman FONT SIZE: 12 LINE SPACING: Double 
 

ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS 

All articles must have an abstract which should not exceed 250 words. The abstract should contain the 

research problem, objectives, methodology, findings and recommendations. 

Five keywords should be supplied below the abstract in alphabetical order. 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
The source of financial grants and other funding must be acknowledged. The contribution of colleagues and 

institutions should also be acknowledged. Footnotes can serve this purpose. 

 

REFERENCES 

The APA style of referencing should be used.   
 

 

EDITORIAL BOARD 

Dr. Muhammad Aminu Isa (Editor in Chief) 

Professor Shehu Dalhatu 

Dr. Maikano Madaki 

Dr. Ahmad Audu Maiyaki 

Professor Habu Muhammad 

Professor Ismail Zango 

Associate Professor Mukhtar Halliru 

Dr. Kabir Tahir Hamid 

Associate Professor Mustafa Mukhtar 

Dr. Bashir Mande (Circulating Editor) 

 
 Current & past BUK bulletins are online@ 

www.buk.edu.ng/bulletin_list 
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